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Scope  
 

This task is in the energy and related services issues section of the white paper. Based on the 
recommendation, the deliverable for E1 is to, “develop a process for analyzing an ESR as both a 
load and generation.” 
 

The task force will address ESRs dispatch as generation and modeled as a load in the following 
SPP study processes 

1. ITP 
2. Generation Interconnection Process (GIP) 
3. Transmission Service (ATSS) 
4. Attachment AQ 

 
PROMOD Capabilities 

Confirm when version that allows for ESRs nomogram use for resolving reliability issues (allows 
ESRs to be scheduled based on certain system conditions such as line flow or load levels). 

ESR Interconnection high-level approach 

1. ESR as energy – Interconnecting an ESR to the SPP transmission system. Existing GI 
methodology should be reviewed for how ESRs are evaluated as both a load and generation in 
ERIS and NRIS/CRIS Studies. Other RTOs/ISOs should be considered as well. Any identified 
enhancements should be recommended.  

2. ESR as capacity – Granting firm transmission service to an ESR for the purpose of 
meeting resource adequacy requirements for an LSE. Existing Aggregate Transmission service 
methodology should be reviewed for how ESRs are evaluated as both a load and generation. 
Other RTOs/ISOs should be considered as well. Any identified enhancements should be 
recommended.  

 

Integrated Transmission Planning Process (ITP) 
 

ESR as transmission1 –  

1. Evaluating whether an ESR is the appropriate Network Upgrade to resolve a 
reliability or economic issue.  

a. Reliability - The ESR could be identified to resolve reliability issues for any 
ITP reliability needs  

• ESR as resource, it will be dispatched based on how it was originally 
identified as a solution. If it fixes N-1 contingency, then it will be on 
at full nameplate during that N-1 contingency (adding it to the CON 
file). Other than that, it will remain off during the solution process in 
the ITP in order to avoid masking any transmission needs.  However, 
the ESR as transmission may also be dispatched if it resolves any 
additional transmission reliability needs, if approved by the owner of 
the ESR as transmission device. 

                                                           
1 SPP Criteria should be changed to accommodate changes to characteristics of a storage device (material 
modification) 
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• ESR as a load, it will be modeled as a load based on how it was 
originally identified as a solution.  

• When issuing an NTC for ESR as transmission, it needs to capture 
the duration and ratings and any other controls/specifications needed 
to be an effective solution 

b. Economic - The ESR could be identified to resolve economic issues for any 
ITP economic needs  

• ESR will be dispatched based on how it was originally identified as a 
solution.2 
 

ESR as Energy 
 

Specific set of PSSE or PROMOD (economic) models that fit bill as energy models; ITP Market 
Powerflow Models – these meet TPL-001 sensitivity cases; dispatched out of PROMOD under 
specific hourly conditions specified in ITP Manual; energy-only (as opposed to capacity) 

1. Reliability Analysis 
Market Powerflow Models:  The Market Powerflow Models are dispatched 
according to the ITP Manual; it is expected that the dispatch for ESR energy 
resources will be charging during light load conditions and discharging during 
peak load conditions 

2. Economic Analysis 
Storage will be dispatched based on the dispatch methodology in the appropriate 
economic models (PROMOD and Market Powerflow), and will be counted 
towards reserve margin requirements as described in the ITP Manual (Section 
2.2.2.1) and the scope of the current ITP Assessment. 

3. Hybrid (definition:  combination of ESR and generation at a common/near-common 
POI, i.e. solar and battery): not being operated as true hybrids; operating separately 
but at the same POI 

Hybrid units will be dispatched based on the dispatch methodology in the 
appropriate economic models (PROMOD and Market Powerflow)3 , and will be 
counted towards reserve margin requirements as described in the ITP Manual 
(Section 2.2.2.1) and the scope of the current ITP Assessment. 

 
ESR as Firm Capacity 

 
Specific set of PSSE models that fit bill as capacity models; ITP Base Reliability Models – 
these meet TPL-001 base cases; dispatched based on economic dispatch file in coordination 
with other historical expected outputs of variable resources 
 

1. Reliability Analysis 
ITP Base Reliability Models:  The ITP Base Reliability Models are 
dispatched according to the ITP Manual; it is expected that the dispatch for 

                                                           
2 This will only work if only transmission. 
3 Currently able to set duration in PROMOD (used 4 hours in 2020 ITP) and can set it to run on daily cycle (to go 
through a full cycle each day) so there are some limitations there (some days might not be worth going through a 
full cycle, but it’s going to anyway). 
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ESR energy resources will be charging during light load conditions and 
discharging during peak load conditions. However, these assumptions may 
be used absent other historical data or methodology developed by applicable 
working groups (such as TWG, MDAG, and others) while engaging 
stakeholders in the process. 
 

2. Economic Analysis not needed for long term ESR firm capacity 
 

3. Hybrid (definition:  combination of ESR and generation at a common/near-
common POI, i.e. solar and battery): not being operated as true hybrids; operating 
separately but at the same POI 

a. Hybrid units will be dispatched based on the dispatch methodology in the 
appropriate reliability models (Base Reliability) 

b. Following are examples of known technologies and dispatch for reliability 
criteria, which follows the current ITP Manual Base Reliability assumptions 
on wind and solar 

• For wind-storage hybrids, the net output at the POI will be based on 
light load (maximum output of the wind-storage hybrid); for peak 
load (average 5-year output of the wind plus storage hybrid) 

• For solar-storage hybrids, the net output at the POI will be based on 
light load (zero output of solar + storage-load hybrid is consuming 
from grid); for peak load (average 5-year output of solar and 
storage hybrid). 
 

Generation Interconnection Process (GIP) 
 

1. Enhancements to SPP GIP Process 
 

2. Existing ESRs as transmission or ESRs as transmission that have been “approved” 
for construction in the Planning or GI Processes 

c. If the transmission solution already exists, they only implement ESR to 
resolve reliability issues that they were identified to resolve 

• ESR as resource, it will be dispatched based on how it was originally 
identified as a solution. If it fixes N-1 contingency, then it will be on 
at full name plate during that N-1 contingency (adding it to the CON 
file). Other than that, it will remain off during the solution process in 
the GIP in order to avoid masking any transmission needs.  However, 
the ESR as transmission may also be dispatched if it resolves any 
additional transmission reliability needs, if approved by the owner of 
the ESR as transmission device. 

• ESR as a load, it will be modeled as a load based on how it was 
originally identified as a solution.  

 
3.   ESR as transmission solution in GI Process4 

d. GI solution set may contain storage ESR as a solution to reliability problems 
(either generating or considered as load) 

                                                           
4 SPP Criteria should be changed to accommodate changes to characteristics of a storage device (material 
modification) 
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• Will be dispatched based on how it was approved as a solution. If it 
fixes N-1 contingency, then it will be on at full name plate during 
that N-1 contingency (adding it to the CON file). Other than that, it 
will remain off during the solution process in the GI in order to avoid 
masking any transmission needs.  However, the ESR as transmission 
may also be dispatched if it resolves any additional transmission 
reliability needs, if approved by the owner of the ESR as 
transmission device. 

• ESR will be excluded from the generator dispatch algorithm 
 
 

4. ESR as energy resource 
a. ESR as energy resource in the models 

• Currently, energy storage resources are dispatched as variable energy 
resources in the high variable case and not dispatched in the low 
variable case 

• Task Team recommends that current methodology be reviewed for 
consistency across SPP processes that use energy models 

• ESR as a load is not considered in the current GI study; it is assumed 
that the load function of the ESR will be covered by transmission 
service study 

• Charging does not typically occur on-peak and therefore there would 
be no reason to study it except in the off-peak case. Charging would 
require that there be a transmission service reservation, in which case 
the impact would be evaluated in the transmission study, except to 
the extent that the market directs an ESR to charge. (The market 
would determine when that could be done reliably.)5 
 

Aggregate Transmission Service Study (ATSS) 
 

Enhancements to SPP ATSS Process 

1. Existing ESRs as transmission or ESRs as transmission that have been “approved” 
for construction in the Planning or GI Processes. The ESR could be identified to 
resolve reliability issues for any ATSS reliability needs  

a. ESR as resource, it will be dispatched based on how it was identified as a 
solution. If it fixes N-1 contingency, then it will be on at full name plate 
during that N-1 contingency (adding it to the CON file). Other than that, it 
will remain off during the solution process in the ATSS in order to avoid 
masking any transmission needs.  However, the ESR as transmission may 
also be dispatched if it resolves any additional transmission reliability 
needs, if approved by the owner of the ESR as transmission device. 

b. ESR as a load, it will be modeled as a load based on how it was identified 
as a solution.  

                                                           
5 Probably most of the connections will charge off the grid from a co-located solar/wind 
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c. Any changes to the original functionality of the storage device should go 
through re-evaluation and can be discussed in the material modification 
process6 
 

2.  ESR as capacity resource 
a. Existing ESRs as capacity resources in the models 

i. Task Team recommends that storage dispatch methodology used in 
the ITP Base Reliability Models be used for existing ESR capacity 
resources in the ATSS 

b. New ESRs as capacity resources in the models 
Reliability Analysis for long-term point-to-point or network transmission 
service 

i. Customers must follow the Aggregate Transmission Service Study 
(ATSS) process if they wish to obtain transmission service for the 
resource as capacity.  The ESR will be dispatched at the requested 
service MW in all applicable model seasons. 

ii. Customers must follow the Attachment AQ process for charging 
activities if, at any time, there will be any power withdrawal at the 
point of interconnection and the SPP Marketplace has not directed 
the ESR to charge.  The ESR will be evaluated at the specified 
charging MW & MVAR in all applicable model seasons.7 

iii. After completing i and/or ii above, the applicable service 
agreement(s) will be updated to reflect the ESR as a capacity 
resource and/or as a delivery point. 

 

     
Study Considerations for ESRs Changing Uses 

• The ESR TX11/TX16 Task Team is evaluating the process for coordination of interconnection, 
deliverability, and transmission planning studies. From a studies and dispatch perspective, the 
working groups recommend SPP should consider the following in determining eligibility of an 
existing ESR to move between uses of an ESR as a transmission asset, an energy resource, or a 
capacity resource without further studies.  

o The type of power system analysis the existing ESR is evaluated against compared to the 
new use (i.e. powerflow, transient stability, and short-circuit analysis). 

o The dispatch of the existing ESR in SPP planning cases applicable to its current use 
compared to the new use. 

o The planning contingency events the existing ESR is evaluated against in SPP planning 
cases applicable to its current use compared to the new use. 

o (as an example, a battery was identified as a solution in the ITP process for a reliability 
problem, which if it was determined to have a new use like a capacity resource, then a 
capacity study must be done on it to insure proper handling in the new use) 

                                                           
6 SPP Criteria should be changed to accommodate changes to characteristics of a storage device (material 
modification) 
7 The level of charging in the models will need to be further developed, possibly to more of an expected use 
approach 


